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Numerical Method for Solution of Systems of Non-Stationary Spatially
 
One-Dimensional Nonlinear Differential Equations
 

S. K. Morozov and 0. P. Krasitskiy
 

We propose a computational scheme and a standard program for solving 

systems of nonstationary spatially one-dimensional nonlinear differential 

equations using Newton's method. The proposed scheme is valuable because 

of its universality and the fact that it reduces to a minimum the work of 

programming. We give a detailed description and present the text of the 

standard program which realizes this computational scheme. The program 

is written in the FORTRAN language and can be used without change on 

electronic computers of type YeS and BES4-6. The standard program 

described permits us to find nonstationary (or stationary) solutions 

to systems of spatially one-dimensional nonlinear (or linear) partial 

differential equations. The proposed method may be used to solve a
 

series of geophysical problems which take chemical reactions, diffusion, 

and heat conductivity into account, to evaluate nonstationary thermal 

fields in tvi-dimensional structures when in one of the geometrical 

directions it can take a small number of discrete levels, and to solve 

problems in nonstationary gas dynamics. 

INTRODUCTION
 

In contemporary science and engineering practice, one often encounters 

situations when a specialist not familiar with the methods of computational 

mathematics and the fine points of programming must solve on an electronic 

computer one or another mathematical problem. In this case, he turns to 

a library of standard programs. For example, standard programs have 

yielded a great extension of the solution to the Cauchy problem for systems 
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of ordinary differential equations by methods of Runge-Kutta type. The 

level of the developments of present-day computational engineering permits 

us to pose a question about the creation of standard programs for more 

complex mathematical problems. In this work, we propose a standard program 

for solving the boundary problem for a system of nondtationary spatially 

one-dimensional equations. A very wide class of physical problems can 

be reduced to such a system. For example, many models of geophysical 

phenomena, in which diffusion (heat conductivity) is the dominant factor, 

are dften formulated mathematically as mixed problems for equations of 
parabolic type: either initial or boundary conditions are given. As a rule, 

the unknowns are related to each other in a nonlinear manner, which signi

ficantly complicates the solution. 

At the basis of the method is the use of the implicit difference scheme. 

To solve nonlinear difference equations at each time step, we use Newton's 

iterative method. At each iteration, a linear system of algebraic equations L4 

is solved by a modified method of Gauss, taking into account the sparseness 

of th@ 2matrix, by choosing a pivot element by column and a normalization 

by row. They behave:in an analogous way in problems of mathematical 

chemistry (see collections [1,2W). In gephysics a similar method was used 

in work 10-1. 

The system of equations under consideration can be very stiff, <i.e. 

it can contain time constants with essentially different values. For 

example, in geophysical and astrophysical problems describing the distribution 
of atmospheric gaseous components by height (the determining processes are 

chemical reactions and vertical diffusion), the stiffness depends on the 

great difference in the rates of chemical decay of the various components, 

and also on the coefficients of diffusion at various heights. It is known 
F.that, on account of a stiff restriction intrinsic to them at a step of 

time, it is unreasonable to use explicit difference schemes to solve stiff 

systems of differential equations, because the utilization of such schemes 

requires a large outlay of machine time while, in most cases, such systems 

in practice cannot be solved by explicit methods on present-day electronic 

computers. 
The proposed scheme is especially advantageous when the determination 

of an exact solution in time is not required, but we are required to 

find the steady-state behavior. In cases of the lack ior the' slmallness 

of the coefficients of the spatial derivatives, as this often occurs in 
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problems of mathematical chemistry, the scheme can be shown to be unstable 

(the scheme is A-stable))0. In such cases, we need to watch for negativity 

of the eigenvalues or, at any rate, for positivity of the solution, and to 

control the pace of time or to use further iterations, excluding the result 

of the solution in the negative domain (see, for example, the article of 

Yu.M. Volin et al. and the article of B.V. Pavlov in collection [1].) 

Linearization by Newton's method permits us to provide an effective 

iteration process for solving nonlinear problems, to easily guarantee the 

conservativity of the difference scheme (a property of the scheme without 

which it is often impossible to obtain a numerical solution to the original 

system of differential equations). 

It is well-known how much work and time it takes to write down and 

debug a program. Therefore, by writing down the program, we set up the 

problem, reducing to a minimum the work of programming and ensuring the 

possibility of an operational introduction of changes in the original model 

(for example, in geophysical problbms the addition of new components and 

chemical reactions). This problem is solved by the calculation of a Jacobian 

matrix by means of numerical differentiation. In this way, we decrease the 

probability of error in the written program, while the user is freed from 

tiresome work and can concentrate his attention on the physical formulation 

of the problem and on the numbers of the experiment. 

I. THE MATHEMATICAL METHOD 

Let there be given the system of equations 

where k,i = l,...,M (i.e. into fk enter terms with different i = ,.M 

Mis the number of equations, yk is an unknown function, t is time, and x 

is the spatial coordinate. 

We are given some initial conditions 

±X) The definition of A-stablity can be found, for example, in the abticle 

by L.S. Polak et al. in the collection,[211. 
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(Co,z) P.(z) , t= ... ,N (2) 

We seek a solution on the interval a < x < b. 6 
The boundary conditions have the form: 

(3) 

9~2A16)(4) 

where i,k = ,...,M.
 

We pass from continuous variables to discrete ones. For this we choose 

a uniform mesh in x: 

Z,, - -)A nz Ab>./; =t> /~-); (5) 

(if it is necessary to introduce a nonuniform mesh, we can usually make a 

substitution of x by x', so the mesh in x' will be uniform). The time 
steps will be numbered by means of the index j, while the moments of time 

corresponding to the steps will be denoted t. . By means of Ykln we denote 

approximate values of the continuous variable Yk(tx) at the point (t.,xn). 

The derivatives entering into fk are approximated by difference relations 

of not more than three points xn* For example: 

Jyi (6) 

j -VjQ(t, +)

9 - -,0 ca tn $,iv
 

while the derivatives entering into ' and are approximated by the 

relations
 

AX 

4i 
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In order to avoid restrictions on the time step A t connected with 

instability, we make use of a two-tiered implicit scheme? /7 

1u - 4&Gu<, u'> 

where f3 is an approximate value of fk at the point n at moment of time
k,n 

t., which is obtained by the substitution of expressions(6) and (7) into 

fk for n = 2,...,N-1. 

The boundary conditions can be approximated by the expressions 

X t2) 0(Cu) 

where and are approximate expressions for and . 

which are used in the substitution of expressions (8),(9) into (3),(4). 

Equation (10) has first-6rder accuracy in time. To increase
 

the accuracy in time, we can put the right-hand side in the form 

where )(3) 

For - 0.5, equation (10) approximates the differential Eqation (1) w-ith 

double precision in time. For p < 0.5, the difference scheme becomes 

unstable. 

To increase the accuracy of approximating the boundary conditions, 

the derivatives entering into and can be written in the 

form: 

+)q (14) 
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dY. (t ) 4_ +__________ 

In this case the derivatives mentioned above are approximated with double
 

precision in x.
 

Equations (1O), (11), and (12) form a nonlinear system of algebraic
 

equations, consisting of N<M equations and N-14 unknowns. We will solve this
 

system by Newton's method, i.e., -ateach iteration S we solve the following 


system of linear algebraic equations:
 

ef_~ -i lf "-0 (17)
at;&) P,/ =0(7
 
tZ"
 

j~f k - (18) 

For S ='0, at the zero-th approximation the values begin with the previous 
time period: 0 j-1 The derivatives of the functions fknn'd 

Ykn = Yk~n" 
with respect to the unknowns (of the Jacobi matrix) are found bt numeri

cal differentiation. 

The.numerical differentiation is effected by the formula
 

%+ YO;n !(IAll. 2, Kn(Ui4f;A iup41))/A t 
Fo'r clarity and convenience of our further presentation, we represent 

the sygtem.of equations (16), (17), and (18) in matrix form: 

*9 9*(19)
 

0000 I C 0 % I
* 

0 0000*' r 

I.0
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Here A, G, and C are square matrices of size 1M4, and F and D are M-dimensional Z2
 

vectors. In this form, the matrix has a block-tridiagonal form under the condi

tion that each of its block elements, in turn, is a square matris. In the upper
 

and lower rows of the matrix equation (19) we write equations (18) and (17),
 

while in the interior rows it equation (16). The vector
 

- - - ) " " P/~~~~~- ---- - --- - - - - )-

Expressions for the elements of the matrices A, B, and C and the compo

nents of the vector D have the form: 

1) for n = N and i,k = 1,...,M 

'__d5, N _ _ _ 5 

2) for n = 2,... ,N-2 and i,k = 1,...'oM 

_ a ;q-I q A-' - 9.gd 6s 

d"f f, i ,afle-z 
At. d"yI 

where Sk,i is the Kronecher delta symbol;
 

3) for n = 1 and i,k 1,...,M
 

.... a v-" 2 't' s 
S 

"- W. 
' 

a 's ()Y~Z F
df--


The linear system ;(19) at each iteration S is solved by a modification /10 

of the..method Gauss, which takes into account the tridiagonality of the matrix, 

with the choice of a pivot element by row and a normalization by column [5]. The 

basic idea of the elimination method consists of the fact that we use a linear 

transformation to make the diagonal elements of the 
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matrix into ones, and the below-diagonal elements zeros. This
 

is done sequentially from top to bottom. To demonstrate the
 
recurrence formula for passing from n to n-l, we introduce
 
the rectangular matrix
 

I , ,, 

The meaning of the matrices B, I and the vector D will become
 
clear from further presentations.
 

We take the first column of the matrix BZ, find in it the
 
maximal element as a model, and place the row in which it is
 
found in the first position of the matrix BZ. We divide each
 
element of this row by its first element. Now, subtracting the
 
first from the other rows, after multiplying by an appropriate
 
factor, we obtain zeros in the first column of these rows. 
 We
 
find the maximal element in the second column among all rows
 
except the first, and by means of this row we obtain zeros in
 
the second column of all rows except the first. We conduct an
 
analogous transformation, further, with the third column, etc.
 
As a result the matrix BZ is reduced to the form
{I ...
tI
 
where E is the identity matrix, 

For n = N, we have 

and the passage from N to N-1 is included in the standard scheme 1_11 
of the passage from n to n-i. 

For n = 1, before the standard scheme of passage is applied, 
A. is eliminated by means of the identity matrix obtained for
 
n = 2. In other words, the matrix
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by means of the matrix 

reduces to the form
 

0' 
Then the standard scheme is applied to the matrix
 

As a result, we obtain 

from which
 

and then
 

And finally the recurrence formula for finding the solution has the
 

form
 

'Thuswe find an approximate solution to the boundary value problem
 

(1-4) at the moment of time t. in S+-1 iterations. If the iterations
 

correspond to a given precision, then we can continue iterating equation
 

(1) in time.
 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
 

The program permits us to find a nonstationary solution yi(tx) and 

a steady-state. solution yi(x). The nonstationary solution can be found by L12 

integrating equation (1) with a constant step in t or with an automatic 
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choice of step. In the case of an "automatic ehoice of step", the time 

step is chosen depending on the number of iterations with respect to
 

nonlinearity at the given step. Thus, the controls on precision do not
 

depend on time.
 

The steady-state solution can be found by the method of settling down,
 

i.e. we integrate in time up to,the moment of time exceeding the maximal
 

characteristic time of the problem (better with an automatic choice of
 

step), or by iterations without settling down in time. In the latter
 

case, we can solve directly a system of stationary equations, i.e.
 

equations (1)without time derivatives.
 

Int6&%the standard part of the program, we introduce three subroutines:
 

HOK, OUT, and ISCL.
 

The subroutine HOK controls the iterations, the choice of step in
 

time,J- the printing of the result, etc.
 

The subroutine OUT effects the printing of the result.
 

In the subroutine ISCL Ke calculateQ the coefficients for the unknowins
 

in -a linear system of difference equations, and this system is solved by
 

Gauss" method.
 

The user writes the subroutine FF, where the difference equations are
 

written down, and the basic program, where values are given to the physical
 

constants and from which originates the access to the standard part of the
 

program.
 

The access to the subroutine has the form:
 

z(C#1,f T~SCflLLm.t-t0', ts7,Th IT I TB; EP, TKOH TfU,,Y W1% 

Here N is the number of partition points of the x-interval.
 

M is the number of equations.
 

IB.is the number of steps TAU in time, across which the printout of
 

of the solution is produced. When it is necessary to print out
 

the results at fixed moments of time tn, we need to sequentially L13
 

access the subroutine HOK, giving TKOH = tn. 

ITAU = 0 is the signal of a calculation with constant step TAU in time. 

ITAU f 0 is the signal for a calculation with automatic choice of time 
step. The step is increased by 1.5 times when the number of iter-, 

ations at the previous step equals 1 and decreases by 2 times 

when it is greater than 3. Thus, there is no linear relationship
 

between the choice of step and the accuracy of the solution in time.
 

When we need to obtain a steady-state solution by the method of
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settling down, then we should set ITAU # 0. 
ITER is the maximum allowable number of iterations at the step TAU; 

when the number of iterations IT exceeds ITER, there occurs 

a decrease in the step TAU by two times. 

IT B= 1 is the signal to print the solution at each iteration. 
EPS is the relative accuracy of the convergence of the iterations. The 

magnitude of the increment - in the numerical differentiation 

is given by-the formula 

Zr 4J , hJ L t q.?01 

Then 4yin-= 07for example, when the initial approximation 

0) Y. EPS ( in a program with double precision Ay
 

TKOH is the end of the interval of integration in time; when TAU>
 

TKOH/IO, the step TAU does not increase; when TAU < TKOH/l05,
 

the calculation ceases and the statement "THE'TAU IS SMALLER
 

THAN ALLOWED" is printed, and the values of the current moment
 

of time and TAU are given.
 

TAU is the value of the time step2 the initial step or constant step, 

depending on the value of the parameter ITAU. When TAU = O, we 

seek a steady-state solution of the system directly by iterations £14 

without a settling-down in time. In this case, when the number 

of iterations IT > ITER, the statement "IT = ITER ITERATIONS DO 

NOT CONVERGE WITH THE GIVEN ACCURACY EPS" is printed and the 

values of the next two iterations are given. 

Yo is the dimensionality file N-M of the initial conditions;-i . 

fbr: the output of the subroutine HOK,Y0 is a solution for 

t = TKOH or in case TAU = 0 " a steady-state solution. 

XO is the left endpoint of the interval of x' s.
 

XI is the right endpoint of the interval of x's.
 

The subroutine HOK works with the subroutines ISCL, OUT, FF,
 

and the library subroutine ABS.
 

ISL is the subroutine for solving the system of linear algebraic
 

equations.. An accidental result of the form "MATRIX IS
 

DEGENERATE .............." is possible. Such a result, as a
 

rule, indicates an improper formulation of the problem (an
 
incorrect assignment of initial or boundary conditions) or
 

errors in the subroutine FF (improperly written equations, errors
 

in the coefficients, etc.)
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OUT is the subroutine of printing the solution. The value of the current 

moment of time is printed BP = ... ; the column of x values and 

the columns of values of the unknown functions Yk are also printed. 

FF is the subroutine which is written by the user. In it are given the 

formulas for computing the right-hand side of fk and also of 

and * In this subroutine we must describe the 

general block HIF:
 

COMMOAM / /3PH. TAV, xh (2, (/i),
Y0 2 /0o Y (2/ 

where 1P is the moment of time t; H is the coordinate step; 

TAUl is the reciprocal value of the time step TAU; XM l5 
is the file of x. for n== ,.. ,N;.Y0 is the value of 

the function at level t _l; and Y is the value of the function 

at level t. of the previous iteration. 

Access to the subroutine FF originates from the standard 

part by means of the operator CALL FF(NNN), where N is the 

current fndex of the point xcn, NN is the collection of partition 

points xn 1 < N < NN. Correspondingly, the first operator of 

the subroutine FF must have the form: SUBROUTINE FF(NNN), where 

N, NN are formal parameters having the above-mentioned meanings. 

The connection between the subroutine FF and the basic program 

can be effected through additional general blocks (also including 

unmarked ones). 

On the basis of the data, we calculate the 

of F of dimension M, the elements of which are given by the rfile., 

numerical values of expressions representing themselves or, eiftherJ 

difference approximations of the right-hand sides of the 

equations at the point xn , or a difference approximation of the 

boundary canditions. 

The variables entering into the general block HIF cannot 

be used in the subroutine FF as identifiers of other variables. 

To economize machine time, it follows that we should avoid 

in the subroutine FF calculations of expressions not depending 

on j and n, because to calculate the Jacobian matrix at each 

iteration at each point xn is the result of M+l accesses to the 
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subroutine FF., .Furthermore, if these expressions enter the sub

routine FF, then they also are computed M+l times. 

In the operators of description COMMON and DIMENSION, thef 

of the variables are written so that we can use the program when N < 21 and L16 
M< 10. When it is necessary to increase N or M, it follows that we should 

insert corresponding changes into these operators. In different programs 
the operators have the following form: 

1) A F/ H, r 

(/; Y); , K, Yj (IVv
 

* Ct '01V/AZSP 4TqU /, XHl(A'), ) 

in the subroutines HOK, ISCL, FF and OUT; 

2) DIMESION YO(N,M) in the basic program; 

3) DIMENSION YO(N,M) in the subroutine HOK; 

If) 12JiEV5ZOM &. (2/N, 3*NM+IP Z bA-, Ht{-2,N. t)45bV ;C2/(2),'PI (/"/). 

'in the subroutine ISCL. 

Here the variables N and M and expressions containing them need to be replaced 

by appropriate numbers because the sizes of the dimensions of the fil's are 5) 

given by integer constants without sign. 

For example, if N = 51 and M= 5, the the operator DIMENSION in the 
subroutine ISCL needs to be replaced by the operator 

DIIEMtOW 851P Q ) C )Zby(5)2,0 , PZ5O5)5 s 

We need to make analogous changes in operators 1-3. After we have made these 
changes, we can use the program for abitrary N < 51 and M- 5-

The necessity of changingthe±6prat6rs-nf description COMMON and 

DI SION for increases 4n N or M creates definite inconveniences in the 
work and is related to the limitations of the programming language Fbrtran, 

in which, in contrast to programming in Algol, we cannot use dynamic 
iles. To eliminate this defici(ncy and also tt fincrease 

the economy of the programiwe should transfer from multidimensional 

files, to one-dimensional ones, as for example is done in the ,17 

IBM library of standard programs {6}. The authors hope to return to this 

question at some time in the immediate future. 
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Exile 

Let there be given a system of linear differential equations of para

bolic type: 

)(20)
 

where 0.5 <x< 1 t >0. 

We put on this system of equations the following boundary and initial 

conditions: 

oi t !,/0.2 

$''tikO(21) 

8/ X x 

The analytibisolution to the problem formulatfrd has the form: 

_97 4T .- (Jix) 

We choose a utdform grid in x and t:
 

t=j( t oi 0 0 ; at*.;J j=z ,=,o 

The differential equations (20) may be approdmated by the difference 

relations:
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2 +
 
-12 (23),"7 Y,-. 

.. ,n I -.51-; _y 


0 f/S j. +f _..u--_ 'Z -zw/t .-9uth _ ' 
. XU 

The difference expressions for the boundary and initial conditions 

(21) have the form 

-sI 0 Q ,  t, 

=19 (24) 

where j ..., 100, n 1,..., 21. . 

When we accessed the standard program HOK, the following actual parameters 

were - given: 

IV= 2T, /I = 2, 18= 50, FriU.= wT8 o,, ITERt 7, 

#
EPS= o,ooi, TKOH=.o,i, TRU= O,OO1, O n 0,50 Xf 1< 

In the subroutine FF, the right-hand sides of equations (23) and the 

boundary conditions (24) are written down. In the appendix we present the 

the text of the subroutine FF, where H = Ax,H2 = (Ax),' T(kN) = Yfn' 

S n) N = n. N = 1 corresponds to x = x, and N = NN corresponds 

to x =xl, 1 <N <NN. 

The initial conditions are assigned in the basic program (see the text 

of the basic program in the appendix). 

In the table we cite the approximate and exact solutions at the moment L19 

of time t = 0.1. 
15 



Solution yl Solution Y2 

Coodinte Approxinatel 

0. 50000 0,037264 

0,52500" 0,037149 
0,55000 .0,036805 

0,57500. 0,036235. 

0,60000 0,035441 

0,62500 .0,034428 

0,65000 0,033203 

0,67500 0,031773--

0,70000 0,030148 

0,72500 "0,028396 

0,75000 0,026350 

0,77500 0,024202 

0,v80000 0,021904 

0,82500 0,0T947T 

0,85000 O,016918' 

0,87500 0,014261 

0,90000 0,011515 

0,92500 0,008699 

0,95000 0,005829 

0,97500 0,002924 

i,0000 .0,0 

Exct 

0,037271 

0,037156 
0,036812 

.0,036241 

0,035447 


0,034434 


0,033209 


0,031779 

0,030153 


0,028341 


0,026355 


0,024206 


0,021907.. 


0,019474 


0,0169211, 


0,0142631 


0,0II517 1 


0,008701 


0,005831. 


0,002924 


0,0 


pproximnate Tcc 

0,37300 

O,77186 
0,36842 

0,37271 

0,3715-6. 
0,36812 

. 

0,1271 

0,45476 

0,54462 

O,0.3236 

.0,41805 

O,0178 

Q,2P365 

9,26376 

0,36241 

0,3547 

0,34434 

0, 33209 

0,31779 

0,30153 

0,28341 

0,26355 

9,24226 

0,21926 

0,24206 

0,21907 

0,19490 

0,16935 

0,14275 

- 0,19474

0,16921 

0,14263 

OIT527 

0,.0Q708 

0,05835 

0,11517 

0,08701 

.,0Q583I 

0;02927 0,02924 

t0,0 0,0 
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Before solving complicated problems by the standard program described Z20 

here, we recommend to the user that he solve one or more simple problems, 

the solutions are which are well-known. 

CONCLUSION
 

The method described here was shown to be effective in solving stiff 

systems of differential equations for modeling the chemical composition 

of the atmosphere of Mars.- System{(H)1of equations of parabolic type 

was,. solved. An implicit conservative difference scheme of second-order 

accuracy in Ax was used. Steady-state and nonstationary solutions were 

found. The characteristic times of chemical decay for different components 

to lO1 2 in this problem varied between the limits 1078 sec., while the 

characteristic times for the establishment of diffusion equilibrium varied 

depending on - height within the limits 102 to 107 sec. In calculations 

with usual accuracy on electronic computers of type YeS and BESM-6, we obtain 

larger roundoff errors for time steps &t of l0 5 to lO7 sec. These errors 

can be explained by poor conditioning 6n the system of equations (19), which 

is a consequence of the great difference in characteristic times of the pro

blem. It turns out that a steady-state solution is obtained only when 

calculating to d6uble, precision . In this case there are no restrictions 

on the time step Ltf)i because the corresponding linear problem (19), which 

is obtained as a result of linearizing the nonlinear difference equations, is 

stable. We consider the steady-state solution to be obtsined when t " 1016 

sec. (the maximal eharacteristic time of the problem A 1012 see.). 

Using the given method to solve the described system of equations £21 

permits us to obtain a series of new results on the chemical composition 

of the atmosphere of Mars. 

f) For an abrupt change in the solution at a given time At, the emergence 

of negative concentrations and instablity is possible. In this case, the 

iterations do not converge, and the program automatically changes the time 

step until the concentrations become positive. 
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The proposed method is adaptable to the solution of problems
 

of nonstationary gas dynamics. For example, to solve twodimen
sional problems of the atmospheric heat circulation of planets
 
[8,9,10], an implicit scheme was used in which the angular
 
derivatives were taken with preceding iterations.- However, to
 
solve the one-dimensional boundary problems obtained from it
 

along vertical lines, a variant of the proposed method in which
 
the Jacobian matrig was calculated analytically was used. This
 
method is also adaptable to the calculation of thermal fields
 
in two-dimensional structures and other problems.
 

In conclusion, we enumerate the basic merits and defects of
 
the proposed method, and we give recommendations about its use.
 
Regarding the merits of the method, we can list
 

1. The possiblity of using the program for solvinga'wide
 

variety of physical problems, among which are those
 

having a large range of characteristic tumes.
 
2. Rapid convergence of the iterations for nonlinearity,
 

owing to the use of Newton's method.
 

3. 	 The possibility of easily constructing a conservative 
difference scheme. 

4r The automatic linearization of nonlinear difference 
equations by means of numerical differentiation, which 
significantly reduces the work of programming. 

It follows that we should consider as an essential defect
 
of the method the fact that the caloulational time (the number
 
of arithmetic operations) in solving a system of M equations
 

is proportional to M3 . It follows that we should stress that
 
this defect is related to the use of Gauss' method, i.e. it
 
turns out to be closely interrelated with the merits of our
 

method.
 
Owing to, on the one hand, the stability and rapidity of /22
 

convergence of the iterations, and on the other hand the
 

reduction to a minimum of the programming work of the described
 
method, it can find wide application in scientific and engineering
 
computations. We note that more economical methods, in which the
 
calculational time is proportional to M2 , for example, often 

possess slower rates of covergence of the iterations and, as a 

result, can prove less economical.
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oIGU LQ JPJ.1 

OF yoOUaRecommendations for Use 

1. Linear equations.
 

a. Stationary equations.
 

To solve such problems, it is necessary to solve only once 

a corresponding system-Dof difference equations, i.e. we need one 

iteration. For that one iteration to be made, it follows that 

we should set ITER = 1. However, by convention, it is useful 

to set ITER > 1 (for example, ITER = 5) and ITB= 1. Then when 
-there are no errorsj!erfe superfluous iteration will be made. If, 

however, there is an error, then with a significant probability,
 

the iterations will not converge. The result of each iteration
 

will be presented in print. 
 + 

b. Nonstationary equations.
 

Because there is in the program no control over the time
 

precision, then in order.to ,guarantee it, it follows that we
 

should solve the problem several times with different constant
 

time steps * and should equalize the results obtained.
 

2. Nonlinear equations.
 

a. 	 Stationary equations.
 

If the equations are strongly nonlinear and the form of
 

the solution is unknovm beforehand, then it is necessary to
 
solve the problem by the method of bisection. In other words,
 

it is necessary to give an arbitrary initial approximation and
 

time step [A, which must be smaller than the minimal charact- L23
 

erisitic time of the problem. We need to undertake the calculuS"
 

ation with an automatic choice of step up to a moment of time
 
larger-tban the maximal characteristic time of the problemi'
 

b. Nonstationary equations ... 
Here the same remarks as those in item "b" for linear
 

equations are valid.
 

We can use the method to solve multidimensional problems
 

by methods of coordinate-wise decomposition.
 

In the case of solving systems of equations having a large
 

difference in characteristic times for different functions, i.e.
 

stiff systems, we recommend the use of a program with double
 

precision, the text of which can be found in the appendix. -It
 

follows, in view of this, that such a program will occupy twice
 

as much space in the machine's memory, On an electronic computer
 
•of type YeS, the calculation time for such a program cannot be
 



practically increased, but on a BESI-6, the space is increased 

five-fold. On the BES-6, a number with ordinary precision has 

12 decimal places, but on a computer of type YeS only 7. There

fore, for calculations on a computer of type YeS, we always 

recommend the use of double precision, because, on accbunt of 

the restricted number of spaces, round-bff errors which are too 

large can occur in numerical differentiation and in solving 

a system of algebraic equatibns. 

To solve systems of differential equations with derivatives
 

no higher than first order as part of the boundary condcitions,
 

we can use difference equations written on one of the boundaries. 

In this case, the difference analogue of the time derivative
 

is written down in a corresponding expression for 11 or 

(see formulas (11),(12)). 

If an equation not containing a time derivative enters the 

system, then it follows that we should multiply this equation 

by a sufficiently small number. 

We recall that the choice of a difference scheme belongs L24 

to the user. We have only the following requirements for it: 

a) a scheme of ordered pairs (tj- tj) in time,1
 

b) in the coordinate x, we establish at each partition point
 

xn not more than three values of each of the urdnovn 
fntosJ , i 

functions tYkn-l' Y7 ,n' Yk,n+l. 

Programs with ordinary and double precision were prepared 

for electronic computers of type YeS and BESM-6 and 'an be used 

on them without any changes. 

OILG I- -LVAGB IB
 

OF FODR QUJM1X
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C 


C 


C.-

p 


APPENDIX
 

Program with Ordinary Accuracy
 

Basic Progr 

DIMENSION YOC21,10)
T B=0
 

!TAO=0-- .
 

50 OF poOR QUM-I/
 
TAU= 01
 
TKOH40.1
xo£.ES=oO01
 

DO 2 1I
 
SYO:r,2)=$N(3.14I59*(xo(X1.XO)*FLOATCI..1)/FLOATcN.I)n
 

CALL HOK J!M,:BSTAU,ITER.I..E!STKOW.TAIILYA,.XI) 
.Calculation of the solution of a control example at moment TICOH 

376C .a696*TKOH 41 9* XO+ (X1-KOs(; 4);E&Pc(9 tS IN(3.

*FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(N- )))
 

11 yO ,) TKgX*YO(I,4)

P RORI ori~c6 obtained-pf ~J-te nd 

2) -o~D.~_e~Z~Bo
*I2ZoHFORMATsouin P =TKOHY)Xa 

. 10IO1,N
 
-k P INi 9,(y0(I,J),JC1,4)
 

FRMT ( 4 E1S.5)
 

Subroutine YF 

- SUBROUTINE FF(NNW)
COMMON /HIFf BP,H,TAU1,
IKC )FCIO) ,Yo(21,.10) ,Y(21 1,Y1 Y(a ,1O) 

n2=4lN
 

-Boundary conditions on the right end
 
F ]I Y %NtN , 1 I 
F(2);yCNN,2)
 

ILEttG-" 
Boundary conditions on the left end
 

;.. .y t ,2) 4. Y(2, ) Y(3, )
 

Right-hand sides of equations
 
- 1))WH2+Nt 2)) *O
 

F( .55((YoN I,1) 2 *Y O¢ ) Y (N 

-. *y CN, 1)4;(N. I j)) + o N 2 ) 0 4
*0 5( (Y(NI, H/2
) ) ) a
N ' '
 

o IZ'.2 *022+0
F*=0 + 25 


3 coNTINUE
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Subroutine HO
 

SuBROuTINE HOg(N,Mr1,8;TAutlTfJT, EPStTKO JTAUYOOYot"1I 
DXMENS;ON 700 (21,10)

/COMMOt1a /xzr/ QPK'rA~l, 
AX0H29IF11) *YO(2, 10)'Y(21o)'Yi0 '1O) 
1' FORMAT(/)
 

) I-8r13F6H ITAU~i:u'i
/2 R1ATI3H N=,I3,3H M2j3,.4H/ 6H XTER=,Z3:5S"TB=fi'3


-. PRINT'2,N.MFB,£TAU,ITERSTB
 

'4
 "3 ORMAT(5H-EPs=iE12.4P6H TKOHUE12.
4 r5H TAUJ'E 1 2 '
 

14H 1 O0=aE12;4,4N 1~24
 
PR T3,EP,TKOH, AUgxo, i 
PRINT I 
j3= 

0
 

BP' 0 

XH( 	 I)=XO 
00 L4 1=2,N 

/4 CFTAU.NEO) TAUI=I,/TAU
 

TFCTAUEQ.O) TAU 1 ~o.
DO 	 29 E=I,
00 	29 J 1, t.
 

2q ,J)

y23 J) (IJ)
o 7 


29 y(I '= O( 'j)
 

30 	IT1
 
Brp:BpAU 10 "1" .. 
RZ8'p, T.TKOH*1.000O ) 0GOTO 72
 

jPS?4 .5
cAtCC!I CL E 
IFClT One compulsory iteration
 

32 1?IF'TEo I (ER) -GOT0 50
 
DO 28I iN
 
DO Z8J=l m
 

28 	y(IJ)=Y1 tj)
IF(ITBkQ,1)•"G0TQ 55 " 
GOTO 

T 	Comparing the convergence of iterations
33 	 DO 27 1=11N
 

DO 	27 J=1, M
 

IF(ABS(YJIJ)).LE.1.E-1O) GOTO 27
 3 ) a?,2'32
IFCRBS((YCIJ)-Y1(IJ))IY(IIJ))-EP

a7 	e0N7XNUE
 

2 CTAA ED 01 ,trn r-7 
c Preparation for the next step
 

DO 26 1= ,
 
DO 	26 J 1,m-
yO(4,J)=YI Q ,J) 

. YTF( BpTKH. 	 GOTO 58
 

25 	jaB=Jeol
 
IF(TAU.EQ.O. GOTO 43
 

,FiIncrease in step by TAU 

c "jecrease i-n-step-byTAU 
43 IF(1B.N;.J0;"GOTO 3U 

Delivery of a result with period IB 

cAL oUT(MtN)
 

72 	9AU=T3KOH-B?4TAU

BP=TKoH 
TAU1=1,/TAU

qOTO 31.


41-yAUz1j 5rAu
 

TALJa%,/TAU
GOTU 4
 

42 TAU TAU/2
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AU1=j./TAV

1FjTU-T0 /0000,)44#43t43
 

44
 

a FORMAT (34H Step TAU is.smalter-than thq permitted tie =,
 

EQO) 	GOYO SE
50 STOPAF(TAU, 
-F 

DO j=,
 

1;2 q 0z 
9 FORMAT (3911 IT = ITER Iterations do not converge with accuracy EPS)-

PRXNT 56,XTER
 
CALL OUTCpN)
 
PRINT 56,27

DO 5 	 !=II 
DO 531 

6' FORMAT (10H Iteration =,ORIGNAL 
cpoOR QUALYTY3QA -OVT(MsN)oTQ 31 

I
 
9PRINT 36,tT
 

55 cOt3NIUE -
CALL oLT(MN
DO 59 	11IN0 tL9 	 4 1 ,M 

Subroutine ISCL 

MPON j BPkTAU,
 
jxKCa1,0 d
 
NZnN=a1
 

MZfl 3eMZ1 

Cycle 	in N
 

8j(1 JcOa.0

c. 	 - Search for the Pivot Element 
Do ~DOI -/3 M y,kPS(Cz())) QQ To jj$19L)). 


p 	 zero
?ivot element is close to 

~e ~ f1 a- E..J.4 .A8h ALiD~C I) 

and eliminationS 	 earran ment of the rows 

MZ3 




L1=L+i Z1000 116 .J I 

DO 116 JBLZMjU
 

C Formation of the matrices P Q, R 
Y>i 04., 1) 1Z( .MZ31)

IIAI _i. GOTO j14
 

-Q 00 i1 471 
17F c-crPz(V4Ci.~,20Z,+M4Z0)iO) 1171 

121', .J2'I=MZJ MZ2 
CiORect of th*siiiz
12004~2 - ,t3 

C End of the cycle in N
 
i O IZ; Z :Z.
cRecet of the solution 

., .O -1 f ,z -T
 

WO 122 jH42
1 

- DO IZ3 J=1 ,.I 

123 Y71 =)( K+,JY ia)jJ/PZ(K,,1)hY1(KZ)-QZCKI ,J,I).*Yl
fBlock for calculating coefficients at interior point of N 

105 CA0. ,F(N.1I,NN) 
S , F 1 ( ,) F K I 

DO I, M;Z / 

IF(DY.EQ.O) DYEpS
 
CALL Ci. , ?It4 )y(NT2, ) ",YUN,4.?2,I>D I
 
6 -,. 1 M Z
53'DO S1 CKNfl z 5,ZYUO 

flZ"(, (y(N. J.21) .8V-u)-+Ai ) 4 


IF D ,E0
 

543A ,ha. ,1 NDF 4K,,; 

CAL4 FFC .1 ,'!) 

50 52 , 7:,,D 
52 (KM)FK-Z)D
 

u6 -s K=,Z I1 " ,Z2 .
BZCK,MZ31)FI(K-MZ)'

DO $5 101 ;]1 • .
 

S BZ(%MZ31SiZCK,MZ31 )*BZ(K,I)V&Nl.,.) '
 1*BZ K, IMZ)*y(N4 I)*BZ(K *MZQ)*Y(N,4) 
DO' 56 K'M.ii ,MZZO

54 '* ° ! .A?. ,,.uI A y CM 
C Normalization 69 the row"r 
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- Cz(1)=zOZ(Zf;J)6ui'QUS~
 
8 cot T UE


jf(CZ C),!Qo,) GOTO 00 
Do 57 JU ,M Z i )

5 BZ( J'B ( J /C '
 

4ft4 
C GOT, Block for calculating coefficients at the right end 

1 3 A1 W - . - . 

Do 3j9.KIMZ1 1

-DO ? " 	 ' . 
DY*'A,(YtNN U))ABS(YQ(NNZ b*)P 

IF(DEQ.0 Doyr= ps 

,tALpF 14?iNN
 

y'. 	iN , -)y NN -)*l, " 

1P(V3- EQ V DtyirpG 

A,('N N - ; I N N '- I 
DoC'M.,AJ4- ; K41N,W)112-N ) !
 

~4"n. C' Mzy '(" 

* (Y Y CtdN :))A3.2 CN"
 

*IF*()' Eq( 0o'DY= tr
 

AL FF(NN, 4N 

W
K=<D.0. 	 " ,IZ
 

p 5.5 1n
'MZ
g7 (tZ% MZ2 )ZI 1':K,
 

* 	 '3 Normalization of the V 'OW'
 

DO.B J -pflZ30 . . .- . .
 

U. 7O I ,tZ5'- 18 

* 	 _(3 T1-'( I.; J') y 

* 	 Y)',*CZ',
-4 .T"Block for-calulating coefficients at the ileft end 

)
1,0-C.- VP j "F4-

IF (JY., ' .DY=EPS 

C-ALz FF( ,NN)
 
Y(5, I) :, '
 

60 	 gK.,) iMZI ,£M:M '6' y cZ5 i =?', ( I ) iDY .ZM 

,Y='.'FAITS Dk . (i , S o y ) 

< ;i YF I DY( 
.(,2-rd":=Y ( ,iI ) qS '4
 

Do "2 K 6A ZI , #MZ Z
 

IF(DYE ~KDY#P$O
 

CAL .FF (I 



Do 	4'4 K4IZJl ;MZ 0
 
4k Fz(Ktj+MZa0)=(F1 cK 1ZP'F(-MZ))/Dy 

Da 45 K MZAI ,MZ20 

5 1 Z 1 ) 'P 
(- Z

Z CK4 

005
 

1_25 	 C Zjz +OcKZ.)'*y 
1'>1(,K,,Z~ 

of AC-OL
nz 


CEliminatioft 

DO,.60 J~MZ1,m2O
 

2 )',sN61 	Bz jjtK.I=B iK)
BZ(4 lMz3i)tBZ(J ,MiZ31)"Yl (3K*z( 

60 coNTINUE
 

D0 6 I-ImMZ
 
D6 3 J=NZ11 ,MZ20
 

82? (I)= 6 2 ' J,+MZ)
 
%Z(jrI4Z>Z(J,*MZ20-)


-1at the 1 2gj
 
a11 0 'Lo
 

DD 	4~ Jzj,MZZO O'4
GO4
 
)ASSZjTJ)).LTWAas(C2C1)>) 


48 cONTI-NUE
 
u(<C?(1) EQ.0 ) cOTO .100
 
00 47 gj,Mi3i
 

47 BZ~l , 4 =8Z~ ,J)/CzciI
 
c 70 F-4(ilure --- -- -

VFOM~t(/231 Matrix -issigtr £4, 13 

2 FORMA 2.4) 

Subroutine OUT 

SUBROUTI uE OuT(MN)
 
COMMON /HIF/ BP, TAUII
 

iFORMAT(tj)
 

tme' E12,4)

-

p RINT I 
Do 	 10 tI,N 

jO 	PRINT 2,xx;),(Y1(:t4>,JtiM)
 
P#RXfHT I
 
RETURN~ 

END'
 



Program with Double Precision
 

Basi Progr
 

oOUFlj PRCISION YO ,EPS $TXOK ,TAU, X0,X4
 
DIMENSION 7 OC2,1,10) 

TAU=, 00 1 

DO1=1 N 

112
 

• PgO T001 NN 
C Caluati tf e p
solutions cnto 


-0t-T ,Y (IJ) ,=1 .4)
 

RAT 4D o 5 )
F 2 = 1 N ).. .. .
YO(II)rSI("14s "*..... *Ff...~ )FoA(. ~
 

a oM I (321 Conmpais on ofeobtaied,and..exac 
Subroutine FF 

8 FORMt-AT s32de omio euton band n s 

COMMON /ipI/ SP,H,.TAUI,
 

I ~ I- -H- a 

CBoyindaryEND conditions On the right end
Et2 )=Y(NN, )

COTO 3
 

1 C(N ul,
 
c Boundary conditions on the left end
 

F (1'wS:5 Y '1,1 +4 * * C2 1)Y3 (314
-
F(C2;=-3 .Y(,2>*. *Y( 2, 2)-t(3:Z)
 

C' Right-hand side of the equation
 
z CO N;INUt
 

F0 5-< (Y(N0 i1 -2 t YN )+YN ') 2) 
1 

)/HZy(v 


-3 Co0 ,_w,UE 
* END
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__ 

Subroutine DHOK
 

,SUSROUT1NE DHOK(N,M,IS,ITAU,ITERITB,EPS,T.KOH,TAUYoo,XoX )

DOUBLF PfECISION YOOEPSTKOHTA,XXI
 
DOUBLE FYRECISION BPH,TAU1,XHF,YotiYYl
 
DIMENSION Yo0 (211i 0)

COMMON //HIF/ BPH,TAui,
o 0 ) ty 1 t a1 

I FORMAT/(/) , 
I X H ( 21 ) F 1 0 ) xy(2 1 1 0 ) ,Y ( 2 11 ,1 0 )
 

PR IINT /I
2 FORAT(3H N= '133,3H M',13,4H i1BI3a6H ITAUr,13,

16H IT/ER%13, H ITB=,I3)
 
PRIA2,N, In,ITAU,ITER TB -
FR IN/7 I - - ". .. 

3 FORMAT(SH EPs",D13.4,6H TK-OH= Ib1.3.4i5H TAU=,1O 3.4YI L H J X [ 4OI, 4H 'X 1=-D j3 4 ) ."\ 
P. 3'R 63-,T KO H ,TA J X,X 1 . . . 

J jX0B= ).I " 

002
x(1NXo-


X XH((=X
(V .) j

IF(TAUVNE.Q) TAUI1,/TAU
 

* / IF (AUEQ u ) TAUj-O. 

DO- ?; M
29 
J 1 

/2 yO(i J)=yOO(I,J) ...
 

29 Y(,J)=YOCIJ)

CA3L DOUT(MN)
 

30 IT'-I
 

F(BP,.T.TKOHo,00 GOlO 72
o0Ol) 


CALL DSCL(AN,EPS /4.
 

C /
32 1 I 

One 
V 

compulsory iteration 
_ 

DO 
DO 

2ijI 
28 Jz 1 M

28 y(1,J)=Y1((ZJ
3F(ITB,'Q. ) uToD sS 
GoTO _ _.C !Comparing 'he convergence of titerations 

33 DO 2r- , M -, .
D O 2? J -i . . ..!F(DABS(Y(I,J)).LE:12btZO) GTO.r ?",zr
 

27 CONTINUE
 

c . Preparation fr the npxt step60O" Z16 V -j , 11 . .. 

Do 26 J=1, 
26y< 1,J)=y1(S,J) 

IF(UABS(BP"TKOH).LE.o.'Ooo1*TKO H ) GqTO 58
25 JB=JB I . "
 

,P"( G0Or0 43,
IAU.EQ.0) 

cr e a s e c "i 'n the step by TAU 

CI F.( I _ 
o !'Decreas-e in the step by TAU. -4 3 IF(1B._NE JD] A:-O--T 2 0 O-

c Delivery of the result with period 1B 
JS=0 
CALL DOUTM iN) -..- "" 
GOTU 30 

72 TXU-TKOH-B tTAU'...
 
.BP1IKOH
TAU1==./TAU
 
GoTO 31
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TAUt I.TAV
 

42 T U=TAU Au
 
1AU(TAUTU 
IFTAU-ToIf10 &0eO.) 44s43,43
 

FORMAT (34H Step TAU is smaller than the permitted time =,8 


PRINT 8,BP 2 TAU
 

50 	IFTAU.EQ,O) GOTO 5z
 
DO Sj I=,N

DO 	51 J=1
 

GOTO 42
 
52 OR-TNT . 
9 FO AT (39H IT = ITER Iterations do not converge with precision EPS) 

p iNT 56 ,Ins-R 

CALL DOUT(M,N)
 

00' 53 j M
 

- CALL DOUT(MN)
 
STOP
 

56 	FORMAT (10H iteration =, 13) 
0
GOT 31
 

57 PRINT 5 6 ,IT
 
5 	 CoNTINUE
 

CALL DOUTCM,N)
 
DO 59 IfiN
 ,
DO 	59 =IM
59 	y004IJ)aYI(IJ)
 

RETUN
 
END
 

Subroutine DSCL
 

SUBROuTINE DSCL(MMkNW. EPs) "
 
DOUBLE PRECISION B,RTAU1,XK F:Ys'.,YI
D0OE1PRECisjON3BZ;Pzj2ZCZ, I EP5
 
DI 	 tS b ( 0, 1) o Oz l ,O ,Q 9 10l )-Z 2) F~ O
 

COMMON 7HiF/,BPH,TA,

IXH(I) ,F(iO),yO(21,10),YC2Ii0)ty1 (Zii0)
 

NZCNN-I
 
HZ11=MZ*1
 
MZ2Q=t MZ 

MZ01
 
M 31=3 


C Cycle in N
 
162 I tN)l 1011 T4, Io5
 
110 00 1 1 10Z 1,MZ20"
 

111 Z( XJ} I m
 
101 Do 112 Ltl ,MZ
 

C Search for a pivot element
 

K=I
 
Cz(1)-BZ(I,L) "
 

-C I Pivot element is Close to zero 
3 IF(PAB ')LE..D'5-O) guru 0 

30 



Rearrangement of the rows and el-&-nation 
BZC(K J)=BZ'koj)/CZ(1). 
 -

!F CKE 0 ,L) a6 T 6 "i14
 

BZCK,j)=BZ(L,4)
 

114 COkTU, uE

DO 115 1=1 IG,
Z10
 

Ll i -. .
 
DO la J=L;Mz 
 ORIGINAL PAGE 


116 82CSJ)=BZ(fJ) BZ(LJ)*CZ(I) OF' 
 OAR
 
I15 CONTinUE OF POOR QUALITY
112 tIfNTiLiF
 

t Formation of the matrices P, Q, R
 

Nr(N.EQ .-l) 60 0 118
 
DO 117 J=i'MZ
 
PZ(Ni-,IJ BZ(IJ.Mz)

IF(N.EQ.OV)GOTO 1i?
QZNllJ) 8 Z(I,J MZ4c)


II CONTINUE
 
118 CONTINUE
 

IF(N.EQ.-i) GOTO 106
 
B M,M~ )= Z(I#MZIMZ31),
 

Do 121 J=Il MZ20
 
121 BZ(Ij)=BZ(] zjM2'JMZ)


DO 120 J=MZ21,MZ 3 0 
120__BZ( ,J;=o 

C End of the cycle in N 
C Receipt ofthe solution 

10~6 DO0- 12~2- JI- MZc0(122 I~l.Mz
1222.' 2l
-J=I)-JIPZ(I,J,I)*Yl(I 
)>
 

DO 23 K=2 N2 
DO 123 J=jiMZ


123 D0 l 123 , XhIMZK -IY t, 4) =.1( ,j -P Z KkJr P)*yI ,t }. Z (K.I- ,)-I (CK . I 

, 44occal ulating coefficients a noint off N105 CALL-'F'-F(- N N j. .... . a t i t ro-p i t o 

,DO 51 K'- ,MZ 

DO 572 £=1,Mz=
Dy 4 DA88(YIN+2,I))tDABS(y(N 
3 ,I)),
*DABS(YCN+1 'Z))+DABS(Yo(Na, I)9)*EPS


I'F (Dy EQ, o? DY>=EpSo~a
 

CALL FFCN0.1,N)

Y(N'a2 I)=y(N2,1).DY
 
DO £3 9=Mz11,Nz2o


53 8Z(K,O =(F(KZ).F(K.MZ))/DY
 

'+DA BS(Y(N, 1))DABS(YoNI 
)) BPS
 
IF(Ly.EQ.O) DY=EPs9*2 

CALL FF(No l,NN
 

54 BZ(rI MZ) 'Is(K-MZ )F(K MZ) )/DY
 

£FCQY.'EQ 'o0 DY=EPS**r2. 
y Na1I=,YCN1 )+0I)
 

DO 2 K=MZ11,MZao
 

DO 55M j?
1
 
Mmlj)=O)'t(Nz:
 

http:I)=y(N2,1).DY
http:BZ(IJ.Mz


/ , 

$6 Z(K 1,tZjN ,KI., l+YrUI .A~ZA1 

lormalization'ofN the row 
DO -7
 
cz(
 
DO 58 J=I,FZ3
0
IF(DABS(BZ 1 J)f,LTDAB4SZ(l)) RTO -58
 
C'Z (1I) Z rJ)


58 CT0 NW///I F(Z / 0o, GT0 100 
DO ?7BJ Z31 0Th,1/00 

/oTO .. .
 
Block for caloulatins coefficients at the right end1o3"C,ALI 7 -,'NN) -- . . .... -~ . ... ... .....
A ... . . .. . - .. 

DO 3, K=1,MZ
"31 F1 (T,).F (i0 

.+yDA~bC(N, V))A~(Y(NNI)) f 
IFSCDYEO0) oY Eps*
YCNN,!f=Y(NN fl4Dy
CALC FF(NNNN)
yCNN, 1 )zy<N , )"DY 
Do 33 K. " ......
.
33 sZCK,1)=(F (K)'F(KV/Dt - 
DY=(DABuS(yiNN.1, ))+DABSCy(NN'l))e,
 

+DAB5(Y<NN-2 I))+DABS(YO NN-1,1)))*EPS
 

IFCDYEQ.o) DY=Eps*"2
 

- cALL FF(NNNN)

yCNN-j,5)=Y(NN-I,1)-DY
 
DO 34 Kzl.MZ
 
DY=(DABS(Y NN-2, )) DABStY(NN-1,l))+
 

+DABt(Y(NN 3 , ) DABS(YQ(NNr2,t ))tEpS
 
IF(Dy.EQ.) Dy=EpS t *2
 

CALL FF(NN.NN) 
y(NN-2,1> Y (NN-2,)'DY-. 

0 3S K-,MZ
 
BZ(NMZ3S)=F1(K)
 

35 B92(R-Mkz;)5Z(K MZ3 )-SZ(KV)Y'(NN4 X)
 

I+ aZ ) 6 ~~~ i~~~aZJZ 0 Y,-MN'N-2 , )

Normalization of the row
 

DO 317rTiWIo=-I- th 
CZ(1)o 

DO 3z J9TONZ3 

36 coNTiNUEIF(CZ( 1 0..) GoTO 100
 
DO 7 J= M
 

37 BZ ,J) 8Z 4,/cZ(1> --
Block
for oalculating coefficients on the left end
 

104 PALL sF(I,&t O
 
DO 4j Ki 

41. Fl (K), ICK),
 

ODAS(y(4,))>DABS(YO(3,x)))*EpS
 
IF(PY.EQ.O) DY PS**2. 

Do 43 K'MZ1MA 20
 
43 BZ(KI)- CK Z)''MZ"DY
 

IF(Dy EQ.o) DYEPS*a 

http:FF(NN.NN
http:IF(Dy.EQ


42 z +ZZ)='F(K-HM).F(K
DY~41 1)SSy )/

4
) +OAUSC (24~z)

+DABS / 3,))1DAWSYo(jlX)))*EPS
 
rF(PY coQ)O DY=Ep$*W2
 

Do 44 M,36' M2 . -Z -7 . .K£t 


.,B +BKuZll)l Z20)Z)
 

C Elimination of A(O 

/ 5 DO 
!F 
no 4;O', .J&NMZ,MZ20(zK) ;EQ.O) GOTo 60-

61 I~ nz 
-

61 ,B . 3)=ZJH31'lS1 Y, (j, M"1 15 P K Ky)~ F Z(J #V , K) 

60 CONTINU " 

Da 62 4J-01,Nfzzo 

6 d " Nomaliztion of the row -

Do 458J l, Z 21)

/Do ~ )) LT.OA5S(04M)) 69J0 48 

148 Co"TXw1 
IF(Czd1).EQ 0.) GoTO 100
 

DO 1.MZ317 

47 BZc. j8Z'1~J)/cz0i)
 

Failure in Delivery 
100 PRINT ,, ,..R " 

-DO "= 

1 FORMAjjT (/23E Matrix is singular: N =,13, 
Sflj ','' SW43,wl UC-) 

.2 eORMAT(1OD12.4)
 

END-

Subroutine DOUT
 

SUSROUTINE DOUTCM,N)
 
OUBLE PRECISION BP'H,TAUIXH,FIYO'?,Y1
 

/HIF/ BP,H,TAUJ,
-COCMMON 


1 =O 1 , 11 1-y-,
 
-- OR ATC1II1.3)
 

PRNFORA1O 5PEMfl',D13.4)
 

PRINT 9,p00,10 1=1 N
 

j0 PRINT 2,XHU) , IIJ) J= M)
 

£ 70-
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